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After helping Simba enter the elephant graveyard, she has to be rescued by Mufasa when the hyenas attack
them. Several years later, Nala encounters Simba as a young adult and develops a romance with him. Timon
and Pumbaa[ edit ] Main article: In the first film they become friends with Simba and teach him the basics of
life in the jungle. Return of the Roar reveals that Scar was once the leader of the titular group and, like his
great-nephew Kion, once possessed the Roar of the Elders. Scar lost the Roar after using it to destroy the other
members of his Lion Guard, as the Roar is meant to be used for good and not evil. In season 2 of The Lion
Guard, Kion unknowingly summons Scar back as a fiery spirit in a volcano after using the Roar in anger when
Janja the hyena provokes him. Scar then conspires with the animals in the Outlands to take over the Pride
Lands and defeat the new Lion Guard and Simba, who were initially unaware that Scar had returned. Later in
the season, Kion and the guard find out that Scar has returned while they are in the Outlands getting volcanic
ash needed to cure Simba from a scorpion sting. The name "Mufasa" has an unknown origin, previously
attributed to a fictional language called Manazoto. Mufasa is depicted as a just, wise, and responsible leader, a
gentle but firm father, and strong and fierce protector when sufficiently provoked. However, Mufasa later dies
after being thrown into a wildebeest stampede by Scar while rescuing Simba. He returns years later as a
ghostly apparition in the clouds to help an older Simba return to the Pride Lands and remember who he truly
is. Jones is scheduled to reprise his role in the upcoming live-action adaptation of the film directed by Jon
Favreau. For other uses, see Sarabi disambiguation. Her name means " mirage " in Swahili. Years after Scar
usurps the throne, Sarabi helps Simba fight against Scar and his hyenas. He eventually acts as a scout and
advises Simba on royal protocol. In the musical, Zuzu is a puppet controlled by an actor dressed in blue
striped clothes and a bowler hat , much like a stereotypical butler. He lives in a baobab tree in the Pride Lands
and performs shamanistic services for the lions of Pride Rock. During the film, Rafiki sings a nonsense chant:
Rafiki travels to the jungle where Simba lives with Timon and Pumbaa, and teaches him lessons about
learning from the past: During the battle for Pride Rock, Rafiki saves Simba from a hyena. Rafiki tries to
make them fall in love by singing to them about a place called "Upendi", which means "love" in Swahili. In
the end, he blesses the union of Kovu and Kiara, and Kovu is welcomed into the pride. In the musical, the
character of Rafiki was significantly modified. Because director Julie Taymor felt that the story lacked a
strong female character, Rafiki was changed into a female mandrill and sangoma. She acts as narrator
throughout the story, at one point speaking to the audience in a click language for comic effect. Rafiki finds
Simba and shows him that his father lives on in him through the song " He Lives in You ". Rafiki makes
occasional appearances in the Timon and Pumbaa TV series and has his own segments called "Rafiki Fables"
in the same show. Rafiki serves as a recurring character in The Lion Guard, and takes on an apprentice named
Makini in season 2. After Scar promises them and the rest of their fellow hyenas that they will have food, the
three hyenas trigger the wildebeest stampede and chase Simba out of Pride Rock. Gopher[ edit ] Gopher
voiced by Jim Cummings is a gopher who works for Zazu as an informant. In the film he is seen warning Zazu
that the hyenas have invaded the Pride Lands. His scene is expanded in the special edition. He appears during
the song The Morning Report and is spotted by Simba who tries to pounce him, but Gopher pops back inside
the dirt. For the third time, Gopher reappears near a small rock, and Simba notices him again to try to pounce
him, Gopher disappears to which Simba hits his head on the rock. He is seen reporting to Zazu on the
movements of elephants. His wears different clothes in each episode because of the different jobs he has, but
he is often seen wearing a hat. He also has different first names that show what his jobs are in which they all
happen to start with C. In the episode "The Pain in Spain", two Quints are seen together, which may prove that
there is more than one of him. In some episodes, Quint appears to be a respectable man with an honest job, but
he still seems to annoy Timon and Pumbaa. Also, in the episode "Escape From Newark", his nose is the same
color as his body for the first time. Timon and Pumbaa plan to eat him at first, but his ability to speak and sing
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and his bon viveur, good-humored attitude gets him to become friends with them. Timon gives him the name
"Speedy", because he thinks that it would be a brilliant incongruity. In the episode "The Man from J. Every
episode featuring Speedy end with Timon and Pumbaa saying bye to Speedy when they return him home, a
seagull capturing Speedy, and then Timon and Pumbaa trying to save him once again. Speedy also makes a
non-speaking cameo appearance in the episode "Washington Applesauce". Fred[ edit ] Fred voiced by S. He is
a practical joker, employing such gags as the hand buzzer, the squirting flower, and the whoopee cushion.
Aside from pulling practical jokes, Fred enjoys doing all sorts of activities, such as playing Turtle Tennis and
Fishing for Flamingos. He also mentions that he and Timon have always gone Bowling for Buzzards. Fred
appears in a total of four episodes: Boss Beaver[ edit ] Boss Beaver voiced by Brad Garrett is an ill-tempered
and cantankerous North American beaver with a white hard hat. Boss Beaver likes to work while Timon and
Pumbaa like to relax. Boss Beaver also has three mottos: Therefore, I am Boss Beaver. Boss Beaver appears in
a total of three episodes. He also makes a non-speaking cameo appearance in the episode "Washington
Applesauce. Timon and Pumbaa befriend him at a boat stop in Antarctica when they see that he has two extra
tickets for the duo to get on the ship. When Irwin leaves his home with the duo, it is shown that he has
obviously injured all of his penguin "friends", as they are all seen wearing bandages. Irwin accidentally causes
the boat to sink and Timon and Pumbaa run into him on an island. Timon confronts the penguin and he tricks
him into playing another game and Irwin accidentally causes the island to sink. Due to his clumsiness, Timon
and Pumbaa try to avoid him by hiding in various stores. Irwin appears in two episodes of the series: He is a
convincing liar and impersonator and would also do anything to get someone in trouble. Later in the episode,
while Timon impersonates Toucan Dan in order to not be in trouble with the police, Toucan Dan impersonates
Timon and this makes Pumbaa have to decide which one is the real Timon. Toucan Dan makes his second and
final appearance in the episode "Alcatraz Mataz". In that episode, he frames Timon and Pumbaa for stealing a
train car full of beak polish and the police throw them in jail. Angry at Toucan Dan, Timon and Pumbaa
escape to catch the toucan and make him tell the truth. Rabbit[ edit ] Rabbit voiced by Charlie Adler is a large
and tall pink hare who appears to be very annoying, tiring. He made his debut in the episode "Mojave
Desserted". In that episode, Timon and Pumbaa save his life when he was drowning in quicksand and he
decides to repay the duo hand and foot. Annoyed by Rabbit, Timon and Pumbaa hatch a plan to put
themselves in danger and have Rabbit save them and then leave them alone. Rabbit makes his second and final
appearance in the episode "Africa-Dabra! After Timon pulls him out of a hat, he teams up with the meerkat to
become part of his magic act, telling him that he has been looking for a partner for years. When Pumbaa finds
out that Timon would never truly said anything mean about him, he gets revenge on Rabbit by trapping him in
a cage and later skinning him for his disguise. They appear in a total of six episodes. In the episode "Yosemite
Remedy," Timon and Pumbaa go to the police after a criminal raccoon steals their suitcase full of valuables. In
the episode "Alcatraz Mataz", the Vulture Police throw Timon and Pumbaa in jail after they were convinced
by Toucan Dan that they stole the train car full of beak polish. After Timon and Pumbaa confront Toucan Dan,
the police show up and realize that it was really Toucan Dan who stole the train car, so they arrest the toucan.
However, they also throw Timon and Pumbaa back in jail since they escaped when they told them not to no
matter if they were framed or not. The Vulture Police make a brief appearance in the episode "Wide Awake in
Wonderland," in the meerkat and warthog version of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. In order to tell them
apart, not only do they have different voices, they also have different personalities: Cheetata appears to be
more eager and aggressive while Cheetato seems more likely to think things through. The cheetahs first appear
in the episode "Cooked Goose", where they are annoyed by Shenzi, Banzai, and Ed getting in the way of their
wildebeest hunt, so they try sending them on various wild goose chases. They also appear in "Gabon with the
Wind," where they are convinced by Timon that he is going to catch Pumbaa for them, when he is actually
going to find his friend so that they can both run away to safety. While the cheetahs are chasing Timon and
Pumbaa, the duo outsmarts the brothers by having them jump over a mud pool and fall into it. They have a
leader also voiced by Jeff Bennett who is also a university student and who usually precedes what he says with
"Bungala, bungala. Therefore, the natives might have not seen their king in a really long time. When Timon
and Pumbaa visit the island, the natives mistake Pumbaa for their long-lost king and they make Timon his
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servant. The natives also appear in the episode "New Guinea Pig," where Pumbaa decides to trade his tusks to
them. After they fail to get the tusks, the three natives shed their disguises and return to the university In
"Beast of Eden", the three natives are shown with their leader again where they steal a golden magic tooth that
belongs to a beast and Timon and Pumbaa have to retrieve it from them. They also make a brief appearance in
the episode "Mozam-Beaked" when Timon and Pumbaa go to Bora Bora to throw a woodpecker into the
volcano. Smolder the Bear[ edit ] Smolder the Bear voiced by Jim Cummings is a grumpy, short-tempered, but
nice grizzly bear, although he gets easily angered, such as when he is awoken from his nap or when someone
gets his food order wrong. He also has a romantic interest in a beautiful supermodel named Leslie Lambeau
voiced by Grey DeLisle. In the episode "Jailhouse Shock," Smolder becomes cell mates with Little Jimmy,
who gets even with Timon and Pumbaa by taking advantage of him by convincing him that the duo hurt him
so that he could beat them up. Tatiana[ edit ] Tatiana voiced by Tress MacNeille is the daughter of the Duke
Meerkat and the princess of the meerkat colony. After Timon and Pumbaa meet for the first time, they see that
Tatiana is still alive and rescue her from a cobra.
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These kids, they will have the courage to live. Contents [ show ] Physical Appearance Despite being as old
and ancient as time itself, La Muerte retains her vision of youth and radiant beauty. She is made entirely of
white sugar candy, with black licorice hair and glowing, multi-colored eyes in shades of gold and red. She
wears a red dress decorated with cempasuchil, marigold flowers, with lit white wax candles at the hem of her
dress. She also wears an extremely large, wide-brimmed sombrero bedecked with more lit candles and
marigolds her favorite flower , small skulls, pink-plumed, curly, swirly feathers, and palm leaves. She also
wears a circular gold locket on a choker. She cares for everyone and anyone, no matter who they are, and will
assist anyone who is need of her help, believing humankind to be completely pure. While La Muerte is very
forgiving towards those who truly want to repent, she is also well known for her weakness for wagers. The
only known bad side to her is when someone i. Xibalba cheats in wagers and bets, making her angry despite
her sweet disposition. Abilities She can travel disappearing and reappearing in nearby places, leaving a trail of
flower petals. She can also transform in many forms such as Mary Beth and an old woman. She can generate
and control fire. In tandem with Xibalba and The Candlemaker, she can restore the dead back to life. Due to
having a previous bet, in which Xibalba cheated, she rules the Land of the Remembered, while he rules the
bleak Land of the Forgotten. When Xibalba begs for her to trade lands with him, LaMuerte playfully teases
and scolds Xibalba reminding him that he is down there by his own doing. She also says that he "is not the
man [she] fell in love with all those centuries ago. La Muerte is enraged at first, but accepts the idea of a
betting game. This leads them to finding Manolo, Joaquin, and Maria playing together. This leads to La
Muerte choosing Manolo as her champion and blessing him to always have a good and pure heart. As part of
the bet, La Muerte makes her husband promise not to interfere with the affairs of man should he lose the
wager. Xibalba agrees and the wager is set. La Muerte reappears on the day Maria returns to town at the
bullfighting arena where she slaps Xibalba for staring at Maria and cheers for Manolo when he appears in the
arena. La Muerte appears again, when Manolo serenades Maria on her balcony. She is not seen again until
Manolo, along with his mother and grandfather, reach the Land of the Forgotten to tell her that Xibalba
cheated in their wager. Upon learning of this, La Muerte roars in anger. Xibalba appears, thinking his wife
wishes to see him and reconcile. Instead he sees Manolo and his relatives along with his infuriated wife. When
he refuses, La Muerte tries to persuade him by calling him "Balby", but when he still refuses she becomes
angered until Manolo suggests the alternative of his own bet. Offering up the right to give the Land of the
Forgotten to her husband, La Muerte convinces Xibalba to give Manolo a fair chance. La Muerte watches as
Manolo meets his worst fear in the bull arena, and is happy to see him emerge victorious, as is the Candle
Maker, and, to some extent, Xibalba. The three of them then give Manolo his life back. After the town is saved
and the Medal returned, La Muerte and Xibalba reconcile on the top of the church. Back in the present day, the
tour guide Mary Beth finishes her story and then leads the detention children back out to their bus. Waving
goodbye, and saying one of the names of the youngest girl the guide reveals herself to have been La Muerte
the entire time with the intention of teaching those children something about living and life. They have a
complicated relationship due to their different beliefs and the completely different, opposite antagonistic
kingdoms, lands and realms they rule. La Muerte believes that humankind is completely good, true and pure.
On the other hand, Xibalba thinks and believes that humankind is selfish, greedy, sinful, concerned only in its
own interest. La Muerte knows Xibalba well enough to know that he is not completely evil, so seeing him act
in a petty and selfish way saddens her and disappoints her. But when he is able to put his pride aside and show
genuine repentance for hurting her, she is more than willing to forgive him [4]. When they are really on good
terms, it is seen that they are very affectionate with each other. Near the end, when Candle Maker embraces
both La Muerte and Xibalba, although she is surprised at first then she smiles at him amiably.
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Jo was first introduced in the second season in , at 14 years old, arriving at the Eastland Academy on her
motorcycle. She almost immediately formed a dislike for Blair Warner; Jo found Blair stuck-up, and Blair
found Jo short-tempered, bossy, classless, and manly. Jo convinced the gang to steal the school van and use
fake IDs to buy drinks at a bar. The van was wrecked and the girls were forced to work in the Eastland
cafeteria to make up the repair costs; this was from the second season two-part premiering in November "The
New Girl Part 1". In the second episode "The New Girl Part 2", the girls were also placed on house probation
and were forced to live across the hall from Mrs. When the punishment expired, all four girls found other
living arrangements, but were responsible for cleaning and painting their former room. While painting, their
friendship began to rekindle culminating into an all-out paint fight, which severely damaged the hardwood
floor requiring expensive repairs. The girls decided to move back in together and continued to work in the
kitchen to pay off the bill for the damaged floor. However, Blair stood up for Jo when her would-be love
interest tried to assault and humiliate her on the ninth green. Garrett was subsequently arrested when she went
to exchange the blouse for the smaller size, not knowing the garment was stolen. They planned to elope to
West Virginia , where the marriage age was lower, but Mrs. Garrett and Blair tracked her down at a nearby
motel to stop her. Jo had by that point already begun to change her mind when she realized just how difficult
teenage marriage would be. Jo returned to Peekskill without Eddie. Eddie visited again the following season
but things had changed between them. They were moving in different directions and keeping the long distance
relationship going was proving to be very difficult, so they decided to see other people for the time being.
Eddie returned late in the fifth season, now an officer in the Navy but Tootie discovered he was married to a
girl in Italy. Gail inspired Jo to think about becoming a teacher herself and Jo went as far as to calling her by
her first name. When Jo learned from Blair that Gail was quitting Eastland, she became very disappointed
believing that the reason was for a higher-paying job. She was crushed when she found out from Mrs. Garrett
that it was because of something unthinkable â€” terminal illness. She tried to keep herself busy with things
that would distract her from thoughts of Gail and went as far as breaking her evening curfew. Her relationship
with Blair became more friendly as time went on Jo would even refer to Blair as her best friend by the last
season , although the two still argued, traded wisecracks and made fun of each other from time to time. Jo
graduated from Eastland as valedictorian of her class, and attended Langley College with Blair, graduating
with a degree in education. In one flashback-heavy episode; the ninth sixth-season episode "Dear Apple", Jo
relayed her latest ongoing spat with Blair to a computer, which analyzed the data and concluded that Jo should
stop being friends with Blair. She was reunited with him in Season 7, where it was revealed he now had a
lounge act in Las Vegas. In the last season, Jo married Rick Bonner, a concert musician, and she asked Blair to
be her maid of honor. Jo did not appear at the reunion TV special because it was stated that she was now a
police officer and was working; however, Rick and their daughter Jamie did attend.
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